Worm & Worm Gear Adapter

Adapter mounts worms and master worms in the horizontal plane quickly and easily when mounted on the VR-210. Adjustable spring-loaded retractable ball bearing movement with interchangeable centers simplifies mounting parts, providing smooth, precise gaging. Integral drive wheel and rotating collar simplifies turning worm arbor between male/female centers.

**VR-2050 Indicator Adapter**
Check throat location at throated worm gears accurately to within 0.001” with easy-to-use indicator adapter. Mounts on VR-210 and reflects vertical movement from a set height.

+ **SPECIFICATIONS**

Maximum center distance:
- VR-210 w/ VR-G2.......... 2-1/4” / 57mm
- VR-210 w/ VR-G4.......... 6” / 152mm

Maximum diameter capacity of part gear................. 4” / 102mm

Maximum length between centers.... 8” / 203mm